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Chapter 1
Introduction
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The number of breast MRI exams has increased rapidly since its
introduction in the 1980s. Between 2000 and 2011, a 16-fold increase
to 104 MRI exams per 10000 women has been reported (1), making
breast MRI an accepted procedure. But until approximately 150 years
ago, medical imaging was a true form of art. Images were drawn by
hand (figure 1). However, bodies had to be dissected to gain insight of
the human body, meaning that the obtained images were of little clinical
relevance. The images mainly served the purpose of gaining scientific
knowledge, teaching and entertainment.

Figure 1: Drawings from Gerard de Lairesse (1641 – 1711) of the male breast
(top left), female breast (top right) and the female nipple in detail (bottom).
Originally published in the book ‘Ontleding des menschelyken lichaams’ (1690)
by Govard Bidloo (1649 – 1713).
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With the discovery of X-rays by Wilhelm Röntgen in 1895 (2),
medical imaging was revolutionized because the interior of the human
body could be visualized without opening it, as was the practice before.
Devices dedicated for breast lesion imaging, based on transillumination,
were first introduced in the late 1920s (3). But medical breast imaging
was radically changed in the late 1950s, when Dr. Robert Egan developed
a device dedicated for mammography in the early detection of breast
cancer, which formed the basis of today’s breast cancer screening
programs (4). Since then, a wide variety of medical imaging techniques
became available, such as ultrasound, SPECT, PET-CT and MRI, some of
which are now widely applied for breast cancer imaging.
Shortly after Paul Lauterbur used nuclear magnetic resonance for
imaging, or zeugmatography, in 1973 (5), Mansfield et al. used the same
technology for ex-vivo breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in 1979
(6). In the years that followed the first in-vivo breast MRI was acquired in
1982 (7), and the use of a contrast agent to enhance the contrast between
tumorous and non-tumorous tissue was applied in 1986 (8). Breast MRI
in a dynamic fashion to determine the kinetics of a contrast agent in tissue
quickly followed in 1989 (9).
With breast cancer being the most common type of cancer among
women (10), breast MRI has evolved as an important technique for
assessing breast tumours. For a specific group of women , e.g., women
with a BRCA gene mutation, their relatives or women with a lifetime risk of
20-25% to get breast cancer, an annual MRI is even advised for screening
of breast cancer (11,12). In particular, dynamic contrast enhanced
(DCE) MRI has become an important technique used in the daily clinical
practice (12). With this technique, where a (gadolinium based) contrast
agent is administered intravenously during the examination, the amount
of perfusion of tissue can be determined, making the differentiation of
healthy tissue, benign tumours and different types of malignant tumours
possible (13). Although major steps have been made to increase spatial
and temporal resolution (14–17) and image quality (18,19), the DCE MRI
method and the knowledge it provides has, in its essence, not changed
since the introduction by Kaiser and Zeitler in 1989 (9): observing the
change in T1 relaxation rates due to a contrast agent. Currently, this
technique has a sensitivity up to 100% when it comes to the detection of
breast lesions. For the specificity, a wide variation is reported, with values
between 70% and 92% in recent studies (20–22), suggesting there is still
room for improvement when it comes to breast MRI.
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A variety of contrast types, of which many do not depend on exogenous

contrast agents, have been investigated to improve specificity when it
comes to the characterization of tumours: diffusion weighted imaging
(DWI) provides information about the cell’s structural organization
(23); information on the metabolic contents can be obtained with proton
spectroscopy (24) and phosphorous spectroscopy (25); and chemical
exchange saturation transfer (CEST) can be used to determine the
concentration of the amide protons (26). By combining the information
of the different contrast types, so-called multi-parametric MRI, assessing
breast tumours can potentially be improved even further (27).

Besides characterizing tumours, breast MRI may also be used to
monitor the response of the tumour to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. An
important advantage of neoadjuvant therapy is to downstage the tumour
and, if possible, perform breast conserving surgery instead of mastectomy.
However, after verification of the resection specimen, in less than 20%
of the patients a pathological complete response is measured (28). In
those cases where therapeutic agents yield insufficient destruction of
the tumour, a different, potentially more effective treatment, could be
considered. However, measuring response to therapy is yet a complicated
challenge.

The reason why the efficacy of systemic therapy is difficult to assess
can be found in the heterogeneity of gene mutations responsible for
breast cancer. Hundreds of different gene mutations have been linked to
breast cancer, effectively making each tumour unique (29). MRI, with its
wide variety of contrast types, might be able to gain more insight in the
physiological and biological aspects of the tumour, and be used as a tool
to tailor therapy to individual patients.
In the recent years, assessing the response of tumours to systemic
therapy has become an important research topic with great clinical value.
Changes in morphology such as tumour size and volume, derived from a
DCE MRI, were suggested to be biomarkers for treatment response (30).
However, these parameters may overestimate residual diseased tissue in
responders to chemotherapy (31).
Consequently, different types of acquisition techniques, such as the
ones described before, have been investigated to measure the response to
chemotherapy: DWI (32), proton and phosphorous spectroscopy (33,34)
and CEST (35,36). Even more, multi-parametric MRI shows potential to
predict the response to systemic therapy (37).
Many of the described breast MR techniques have in common that
they can benefit from moving to a field strength of 7 tesla. Besides an
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increase of the signal to noise ratio (SNR), even up to a factor of 5.7 when
comparing 7 tesla to 3 tesla (38), T1 relaxation times (39) and the spectral
resolution increase as well (40).

The increase in SNR can be translated into higher spatial resolutions
of contrast enhanced MRI (22,41,42). High spatial resolutions enable
the visualization of small spiculations of the tumour, an indication for
malignancy (43). High resolution can also aid in the visualization of rim
enhancement, which is strongly associated with the disease-free survival
of patients with triple-negative tumours (44). Finally, this high spatial
resolution can aid in the decision whether or not a tumour has extended
into the pectoral muscle, which is critical information for surgical planning
(45).
An increase in T1 relaxation rate is in particular beneficial for the DCE
series, as the effect of a gadolinium-based contrast agent is greater when
the initial T1 relaxation rate of a tissue is higher. This means that, to obtain
a similar contrast enhancement to 3 tesla, the dose of contrast agent can
be reduced by 10% to 15% at 7 tesla (46). This might be important, as
higher levels of gadolinium were found in the brain and bone marrow of
patients who received a gadolinium based contrast agent. The long-term
clinical relevance of these findings are, however, yet unknown, but of great
interest for women who undergo an annual DCE MRI for screening (47).

Metabolic measurement techniques, such as spectroscopy and CEST,
greatly benefit from the increase of spectral resolution, combined with
a higher SNR. As the different metabolites are more easy to distinguish,
quantification becomes more accurate, making high field metabolic
imaging of the breast a potential tool for assessment of tumour and
tumour response to therapy (38,48–50).

The transition to higher field strengths does come at a cost. Already
at 3 tesla, technical challenges are present, such as an inhomogeneous
B1+ field and an inhomogeneous B0 field, resulting in signal variability,
degradation of fat suppression and/or susceptibility artefacts (51).
Signal variability and subtraction errors due to failing fat suppression in
combination with subtle motion can lead to errors in the calculation of
enhancement rates of tumours (52,53), whereas B0 variations can lead
to severe geometrical distortions in echo planar imaging (EPI) based
sequences such as DWI (54). On top of that, dynamic B0 variations, caused
by the respiratory system, can result in further degradation of image and
spectral quality (55,56).
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At 7 tesla, similar challenges have to be faced. The inhomogeneity of

the B0 field, caused by the shape of the breasts and the many tissue-lipid
transitions within the breasts, is more than twice as severe compared to
3 tesla. An inhomogeneous+ field is also present at both 3 and 7 tesla,
although the cause of this inhomogeneity is different for both field
strengths. At 3 tesla, shading is caused by interference of standing RF
waves in the body and can be solved by driving the transmit body coil of
the system as a dual transmit system, instead of a quadrature body coil
(57). The absence of a body coil at 7 tesla forces to use local transmit coils,
which have a decaying RF field more distant from the coil (58).

Figure 2: 7 tesla breast MRI enables (A) high resolution dynamic contrast MRI,
(B) diffusion weighted imaging and (C) 31P spectroscopic imaging. Combined,
information about the morphology, vascularity, cellular structure of the tissue as
well as metabolic information in obtained.

Despite the great potential to monitor treatment response, 7 tesla is
not yet standard for clinical breast MRI examinations, as the challenges
described above are not yet all solved. The workhorse of breast MRI,
the DCE series, requires robustness in image quality which is at least
as good as 3 tesla, before novel contrast mechanisms can be clinically
validated on larger scale. In this thesis, several techniques are described
to increase the robustness of breast MRI at 7 tesla. Chapter 2 describes
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the development of a bilateral breast coil that, besides high resolution
imaging, makes the acquisition of phosphorous spectroscopic images
possible. The best way to acquire the DCE series at 7 tesla, is studied in
chapter 3, where two methods of fat suppression are compared, which
is essential for the correct calculation of the enhancement rates. For
one of those fat suppression techniques, water selective excitation, a
technique to improve bilateral fat suppression is described in chapter 4.
By exploiting the capabilities of a parallel transmit setup combined with
local excitation coils, different resonance frequencies can be applied to
the two breasts, resulting in a wider range of off-resonance frequencies
with successful fat suppression. In chapter 5, the use of gradient insert
coils for breast imaging is explored. Using gradient insert coils can be
interesting to increase spatial resolution and to reduce the geometrical
distortions from fast imaging techniques, such as EPI. The first steps
for the development of an unshielded gradient insert coil are described,
and how to counteract the effects of eddy currents induced by such a
coil. Combined, these techniques can provide robust high quality breast
MRI (figure 2), enabling the assessment of breast tumours at 7 tesla and,
potentially, their response to systemic therapy.
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Chapter 2
RF configuration to
facilitate bilateral breast
31
P MRSI and high
resolution MRI at 7 tesla
Tijl A. van der Velden, Michel Italiaander, Wybe J.M. van der Kemp,
Alexander J.E. Raaijmakers, Alexander M. Th. Schmitz, Peter R. Luijten,
Vincent O. Boer, Dennis W.J. Klomp
Magn. Reson. Med., 74: 1803–1810
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Abstract
Purpose: High resolution MRI combined with phospholipid detection
may improve grading breast cancer. Currently, configurations are
optimized for either high resolution imaging or 31P spectroscopy. To be
able to perform both imaging as well as spectroscopy in a single session,
we integrated a 1H receiver array into a 1H-31P transceiver at 7 T. To assure
negligible signal loss due to coupling between elements, we investigated
the use of a floating decoupling loop to enable bilateral MRI and 31P MRS.

Methods: Two quadrature double tuned RF coils were designed
for bilateral breast MR with active detuning at the 1H frequency. The
two coils were placed adjacent to each other and decoupled for both
frequencies with a single resonant floating loop. Sensitivity of the bilateral
configuration, facilitating space for a 26-element 1H receive array, was
compared to a transceiver configuration.
Results: The floating loop could decouple the elements over 20 dB
for both frequencies. Enlargement of the elements, to provide space for
the receivers, and the addition of detuning electronics altered the 31P
sensitivity by 0.4 dB.
Conclusion: DCE scans of 0.7 mm isotropic, DWI and 31P MRSI can
be acquired at 7 T in a single session as demonstrated in a patient with
invasive ductal carcinoma.
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Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common form of cancer among women
(1). Besides X-Ray mammography, the American Cancer Society advices
to perform breast MRI in women with suspected breast cancer because
of its relatively high sensitivity (2). Dynamic Contrast Enhanced (DCE)
MRI scans are primarily used to assess the size and grade of breast
cancer by combining morphological and kinetic information. In the
most optimal case, these scans have high spatial resolution to determine
the morphology of the tumour, as well as a high temporal resolution to
determine the uptake and washout curve of the gadolinium (3–6).
While sensitivity of DCE-MRI in the diagnosis of breast cancer is over
90%, the specificity is only 70% (7). Therefore studies are being setup
to improve the specificity of breast MRI. For instance, it was shown that
ultrafast DCE and diffusion weighted MRI (DWI) can be used to improve
differentiation between benign and malignant tumours (3,5,8,9).

At higher field strength, like 7 T, the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
increases, facilitating the use of 31P MR spectroscopy (MRS) as
demonstrated with a unilateral breast configuration (10). While 1H MRS
is used to detect the sum of choline metabolites, 31P MRS can detect
glycerophosphocholine (GPC) distinctively from phosphocholine (PC). In
preclinical models it was shown that the ratio of PC/GPC can be used to
assess treatment response. Furthermore, high levels of GPC are related to
triple negative/HER2+ tumours (11–14).

MRI can also benefit from higher field strengths. The increase in SNR
can be used to increase both the spatial and temporal resolution at the
same time. Particularly when high-density receiver arrays are used, DCEMRI can be performed with over ten-fold acceleration factors. Therefore,
kinetic contrast uptake parameters can be imaged, even within the
tumour spiculations, as demonstrated in a unilateral configuration at 7
T (15).

The next logical step is to merge the functionality of high-density
receiver arrays and 31P tuned coils into a bilateral configuration, such that
all functionality becomes available within a single scan session. Several
options should be considered in the design process. A high-element
receiver array requires close fitting to the breast to minimize noise.
Furthermore, higher element counts can be used to increase parallel
imaging acceleration. Quadrature surface coils are desired for optimal
31
P sensitivity. While a separate 1H transmit coil could be used it can be
combined into the 31P transceiver by making the elements double tuned.
19

This minimizes the number of coils to decouple, at the cost of B1+ transmit
homogeneity of the 1H coils.

To assure negligible signal losses while merging all coils into a single
configuration, care must be taken to decouple all the coil elements. For
the 1H receivers, minimal radiofrequency (RF) coupling is expected,
as preamplifier decoupling can be used. The transmit elements cannot
benefit from the high impedance of the preamplifiers. RF coupling
between those elements can be substantial, especially when the size
increases to create space for the receiver channels. More importantly,
since the magnetic flux patterns differ between the two RF frequencies of
121 MHz (for 31P) and 298 MHz (for 1H), the RF coupling will be different
for each frequency. Consequently one may question if it would be feasible
to realize a bilateral configuration without sacrificing the performance on
either the 1H or 31P channel.

Recently, it was demonstrated that an inductively coupled floating
loop could be used to decouple coil elements (16). Here the loop size and
resonance frequency of the floating decouple loop can be steered to provide
RF decoupling. Consequently, by tuning this floating loop, independent RF
decoupling may be obtained at different operating frequencies. To be able
to perform high resolution MRI and 31P MRS, we have therefore developed
a bilateral double-tuned breast configuration for 7 T that incorporates
such a decoupling loop. Two double tuned quadrature transceivers for
1
H and 31P were combined with 26 small-element receive-only coils
tuned at the 1H frequency. With this configuration we demonstrate
uncompromised performance of bilateral 31P MRS and high spatial-high
temporal resolution DCE-MRI in one scan session, as shown in a patient
with breast cancer.

Methods

Hardware

Two quadrature RF coils were placed next to each other and
connected to a 7 tesla whole body MR system (Achieva, Philips, Cleveland,
Ohio, USA). Both coils were double tuned for the 1H and 31P resonance
frequencies using inductive traps as described before (10), and parallel
trap circuits with PIN diodes were added to enable active detuning during
1
H signal reception. This method has proven to have very little losses
compared to single tuned coil when assuming low loaded Q-values and low
inductances in the traps (17). An alternative approach would be to avoid
the use of small inductors using the method described by Schnall et al.
(18). Each quadrature coil consists of two rectangular loops of 19x16 cm2,
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which is slightly larger than the outer dimensions of the cups (which have
a diameter of 15 cm) to include small receiver elements as described in
the following paragraph. The loops of each quadrature coil are inductively
decoupled due to a small overlap. To decouple the left from the right coil
an additional loop was placed between the two transmit coils. The size
of this decoupling loop was relatively small, 5x2.5 cm2, and tuned at 119
Mhz. The size of the capacitor with the highest E-field in the decouple loop
is orders of magnitude smaller than its distance to the tissue in order to
prevent interaction with the tissue. The resonance frequency of the loop,
its exact dimension and location were determined empirically for optimal
decoupling between the left and right coil elements for the 31P frequency
without increasing the coupling on the 1H frequency.
26 small-element receivers were tuned at 298 MHz and positioned
on two cups close to the breasts. Each element was around 5x4 cm2 and
individually shaped to fit the geometry of the cup. Decoupling of the loops
was obtained by overlapping adjacent elements in the direction of the
main magnetic field and by preamplifier decoupling. Each element was
actively detuned during transmit using a parallel trap circuit with a PIN
diode.
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Figure 1: Diagram of the bilateral coil configuration (A), interface (B), and electric
circuitry of the double tuned transceivers (C). The two double-tuned 1H and 31P
quadrature RF coils are shown in white. Two of the four loops, number 1 and
number 4, show a high level of coupling. The flux between the transmit loops is
indicated with the white dotted arrows; this flux was different for the 31P and 1H
frequencies. To counteract this coupling on both 1H and 31P frequencies, a floating
loop (yellow) positioned between the two loops induced a flux (yellow arrows).
The 26 small element receivers tuned at the 1H resonance frequency are shown
in orange. The interface that connected the coil configuration to the MRI system
consisted of diplexers, preamplifiers, switches, and quadrature hybrids. The
electrical circuitry of the double-tuned coils provided active detuning during 1H
receive state using current biased PIN diodes driven by the interface.

Two broadband 4 kW RF amplifiers (CPC, Hauppage, NY, USA) were
connected to the coil. One amplifier was used for 31P transmit, where
both amplifiers were used for 1H experiments, enabling two channel
B1+ shimming in the latter case. The transmit lines include a series of
diplexers and narrowband quadrature hybrids to interface the coil to the
amplifiers and receive chain of the scanner. A schematic overview can be
found in Figure 1.
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All experiments were in accordance with the local ethical review
committee guidelines.
RF performance

The quality factors (Q-factors) of the transmit loops were assessed
with a transmission response (S12) measurement with two weakly
coupled pickup probes in loaded and unloaded conditions. Measurements
were performed with a network analyser with five different volunteers
for both frequencies. Coupling (S12) between the double tuned loops was
measured with a network analyser for five different volunteers for both
frequencies. Coupling without the decoupling loop was assessed for the
two centre loops.
Local 10 gram averaged Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) distributions
were determined using numerical simulations on a female Virtual Family
model “Ella” (19). Variations in breast size influence the local SAR
distributions. Therefore, the model was refined into five new models
with different breasts. These breast geometries were determined using
anatomical scans of five healthy volunteers. Glandular tissue, fat tissue,
skin and muscle were segmented from the images and assigned with
the corresponding dielectric permittivity and conductivity. The breast
models were manually fused to the “Ella” model by removing the parts up
to the pectoralis muscle. Finite difference time domain simulations were
performed on all models to determine local SAR distributions. These
distributions were assessed exclusively for the transmit coils, assuming
full decoupling to the receiver coils. The decouple loop was positioned far
from any tissue, hence it is expected not to contribute to the maximum
SAR level. Simulations were performed with an in-house finite difference
time domain tool on both frequencies (121 MHz and 298 MHz) with 2
mm isotropic voxels and a matched power source (20,21). Distance to
the coil was determined based on header information of the images and
coil geometry, which was revealed by fat capsules at the transmit coil
rings. Assuming negligible coupling between the left and right coil, SAR
levels were only calculated for the right coil. From the distributions, the
maximum 10 gram averaged SAR level was determined for each model.
The average of the maximum SAR over the 5 models added with twice
its standard deviation is used in the MR system as the limit for RF power
deposition.
For B1+ shimming between the left and right quadrature coil, 2D B1+maps were obtained with the actual flip angle imaging method (22).
P efficiency losses by adding a detuning circuit and increasing the
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loop size was assessed by comparing the configuration to a close fitting
transmit/receive configuration with its conductors tightened to the cup
(17.5x15 cm2). The efficiency was estimated on a spherical phantom with
a diameter of 4 cm containing 1 M of inorganic phosphate embedded in
a larger cone filled with physiological salt to mimic tissue loading. Pulseacquire flip angle series were performed to assess the B1+-field per unit of
transmit power.
The Q-factor of the receive loops was assessed without loading, with
minimal loading (the element most distant from the chest while loaded
with a male volunteer), and with maximal loading (the element closest
to the chest). To determine the coupling between the 26 small-element
receivers the noise correlation was obtained from a noise scan of the
scanner.

Parallel imaging performance was investigated for SENSE and
represented in a matrix of geometry factor (g-factor) maps. A series
of scans with a resolution of 5x5x5 mm3 and a field of view (FOV) of
400x304x300 mm3 (RLxFHxAP) were obtained with acceleration factors
from 1 to 4 with steps of 1 in the RL and FH directions.
Patient examination

A patient with an invasive ductal carcinoma was scanned. The
session included a DCE-MRI, DWI and 31P MR Spectroscopic Imaging
(MRSI). Details of the acquisitions, including the workflow, can be found
in table 1.
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9

67

1536

455

57

91

160*160*320

160x160x348

160x160x354

160x160x348

160x160x348

45x160x350

25x156x350

160x160x320

80x175x335

306x300x400

225x145x450

FOV (APxFHxRL
mm)

20x20x20

0.7x0.7x0.7

2.8x2.8x2.8

0.7x0.7x0.7

0.7x0.7x0.7

3.0x2.0x2.0

5.0x4.9x4.9

1.2x1.2x2.4

5.0x4.0x4.0

6.0x6.0x6.0

3.0x5.0x.30

Resolution
(APxFHxRL mm)

90°

15°

14°

15°

16°

90°

40°

10°

11°

1°

10°

Flip
Angle

45/6000

2.5/5.8

1.58/4.8

2.5/5.8

1.9/4.2

49/5757

1.97/50250

2.0/3.4

1.982.93/4.1

2.0/8.0

1.25/6

TE/TR
(ms)

1x2

4x2

4x2

4x2

4x2

1x3

4x2

SENSE
(RLxFH)

Adiabatic Multi-Echo 31P Spectroscopic Imaging
(AMESING); TSI factor: 6; Spectral BW: 8200 Hz

ProSet 1331 fat suppression

ProSet 1331 fat suppression

b-values: 0, 100, 200, 500, 1000; SPAIR fat
suppression; EPI with 75% half scan

AFI

DUAL-TE; FOV is patient specific;Used for
image based shimming

Additional information

Table 1: Scan protocol combining diffusion weighted imaging, high spatial resolution DCE-MRI interleaved with high temporal
resolution DCE-MRI and 31P MRSI in a single scan session. Image based shimming is performed for homogenizing the B0 field.
Manual B1+ amplitude shimming is performed based on information from the B1+ map. Just before the high temporal resolution
DCE, 0.1 mMol/Kg Gadovist is injected in the arm with a injector pump.
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P MRSI

5 * high spatial
resolution DCE

12 * high temporal
resolution DCE

Contrast Injection

High spatial
resolution DCE

138

High res non-fat
suppressed

DWI

44

B1+ map

3

WATS

B0 map

53

6

Duration
(s)

Sense Reference
Scan

Survey

Scan

Results
RF Performance
For the transmit/receive loops, the Q unloaded and loaded for the

H frequency were 100 and 50.0±7.07 respectively, leading to a Q ratio of

1

2.0±0.3. For the 31P frequency the Q unloaded and loaded were 190 and
48.6±5.59 respectively, resulting in a Q ratio of 4.0±0.5.

The coupling between all the double tuned transmit loops, measured
with five different volunteers, was -19.21±3.35 dB at 298 MHz and
-20.99±5.09 dB at 121 Mhz. Individual couplings are shown in Table 2.
Without the decoupling loop, the coupling between the two centre loops
increased with 15 dB for the 31P frequency and decreased with 0.2 dB for
the 1H frequency
S

2
2
4

H

1

P

31

H

1

P

31

H

1

P
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1

2

-20.96 ± 1.10

-24.04 ± 2.84

-15.60 ± 0.90

-23.72 ± 3.87

-14.12 ± 1.08
-14.32 ± 2.19
-23.54 ± 0.90
-18.18 ± 1.10

-22.14 ± 1.59
-19.06 ± 1.23

3

-18.92 ± 1.15
-26.62 ± 3.60

Table 2: Coupling between all the four transmit/receive loops for both frequencies
while the coil was loaded (five different healthy female volunteers). The loop
numbers in the table correspond with the numbers shown in Figure 1.

Examples of the fused MRI segmented breast model to “Ella” are
shown in Figure 2. The B1+ is shown in Figure 2c and SAR distributions in
Figure 2d. The maximum local 10 gram averaged SAR per unit of B1+ in the
centre of the breast was 0.6±0.2 W/kg/μT2.
Figure 2e-h shows a slice of the B1+-map of the 1H transmitters and
a profile plot after B1+ shimming. Amplitude correction between the two
channels was applied to get a similar B1+-field in both breasts. Within
each breast, the amplitude of the B1+-field decays in posterior direction.

Assessing the efficiency loss on the 31P channel showed that the
maximum signal was obtained when requesting an flip angle of 114° for
the tight fitting loop size (17.5x15 cm2) and 120° for the increased loop
size (19x16 cm2), which is equal to a loss of 0.4 dB.
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Figure 2: Example of SAR calculations of the transmit elements using the
“Ella” model fused with segmented MRI data of one of the five volunteers. Two
transmit elements were modelled as indicated in a. As can be observed in b, the
fused breast model (right breast) is more detailed than the original model (left
breast). Six different B1+ fields after merging the data from the two transmit
elements with a fixed 90 degree phase is shown in c, while the SAR distributions
are demonstrated in d. The figures in the red dotted box are an example of
simulations on the 31P frequency, while the other five examples are simulations
performed on the 1H frequency. The standard deviation over the five different
breast models was 0.2 W/kg/μT2. The discontinuity in the SAR distributions
finds its origin in differences in conductivity between the glandular and the lipid
tissue. Measured B1+-maps of the 1H transmitters are shown in sagittal (e) and
coronal (f) orientation. Plots in the anterior-posterior direction and in the leftright direction are shown in g and h. B1+-maps were obtained with the AFI method
with a nominal flip angle of 40°, a TE of 1.97 ms and a TR of 50 and 250 ms.
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The Q factors of the receiver loops far from the body were 203 when
unloaded and 170 when loaded, a ratio of 1.2. For the loops near the body
the Q factors were 260 when unloaded and 60 when loaded, resulting in a
ratio of 4.3. The mean noise correlation between all the receiver elements
was 4.83±5.13% with a maximum correlation of 31%.

The SENSE g-factor maps are displayed for different SENSE
acceleration factors in Figure 3. For each map the centre slice is displayed.
The maximum and mean g-factor are displayed below the image. Note
that even up to a 3x4=12 fold acceleration the average g-factor is only
1.16.
Patient Examination

Figure 4a shows a 0.7 mm isotropic 90 s post contrast enhanced
image in three different orientations. Small details, like spiculations and
contrast differences within the tumour, become visible with a good SNR.
SENSE acceleration factors are pushed to the limits, as unfolding artefacts
do become visible. A contrast uptake curve is visualized in Figure 4b with
combined information of high temporal and high resolution DCE-MRI.
The ADC-map calculated from the DW images, displayed in Figure 4c,
shows a hypo intense spot where the tumour is located.

Figure 4d shows one slice of bilateral spectra obtained with the 3D
Adiabatic Multi-Echo 31P Spectroscopic Imaging (AMESING) sequence
with a FOV of 32x16x16 cm3 (23). Making use of techniques similar to
parallel imaging (e.g. SENSE), the data of each of the two 31P channels
are positioned next to one another. Note that the high phosphocreatine
signal at the top of the muscle of the right breast is not fold over into the
left breast data, which reflects the superb RF decoupling between left and
right coil.
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Figure 3: A coronal slice of g-factor maps with different acceleration factors in
the Right-Left and Feet-Head directions. The mean and maximum g-factor are
displayed below each individual map.
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Figure 4: Examples of clinical scans obtained with the configuration. Three
different orientation of a 90 s post contrast enhanced image with a resolution
of 0.7x0.7x0.7 mm3 are shown in a. Although a very high acceleration factor of 8
was used, very little unfolding artefacts are visible and enough SNR is available
to identify small spiculations of the tumour and contrast variations within the
tumour. A contrast uptake curve is displayed in b. Information of high resolution
acquisitions (green markers) and high temporal acquisition (yellow markers)
have been combined into a single curve. An ADC map calculated from 5 images
with different diffusion weightings is displayed in c. The hypo intense spot
indicates the tumour area. By applying a SENSE acceleration of 3, read-out times
of the EPI sequence could be minimized, reducing the amount of deformations
typically seen in EPI sequences. Spectra of a 31P CSI acquisition overlayed on
top of an anatomical fat suppressed T1w image are shown in d. Two spectra, of
glandular tissue and muscle tissue, are displayed in more detail. Using a SENSE
acceleration of a factor 2 no additional scan time was required compared to an
unilateral 31P CSI aquisition.
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Discussion
We have demonstrated bilateral 31P metabolic breast imaging
combined with bilateral high resolution MR imaging by means of a single
dedicated RF coil configuration for 7 T that does not require subjectspecific modifications. This configuration enables measuring membrane
metabolism by means of 31P MRSI measurements in breast cancer, ultrahigh resolution DCE-MRI and DWI measurements in the same scan
session. This was possible by combining two double tuned transmitreceive quadrature coils with 26 small-element 1H receiver coils. The
left and right quadrature coils were decoupled from each other on both
frequencies by placing a floating decoupling loop orthogonal between the
two coils.
SAR simulations are based on unilateral coil configurations. We
believe this approach is justified, as the SAR hotspots are located near
the transmit loops. None of the two quadrature coils have overlapping
hotspots that exceed half the maximum local SAR.

The relative low Q-ratio of the transmit loops on 298 MHz compared
to 121 MHz is a result of using unshielded transmit coils. Especially at 298
MHz, radiative losses become substantial. Therefore the Q unloaded value
is relatively low, resulting in a low Q-ratio.
The receiver array opened up the possibility of acquiring high spatial
and high temporal resolution DCE scans and acquiring DWI scans with
relatively little distortions by means of parallel imaging. Small spiculations
become visible at a resolution of 0.7 mm isotropic while retaining
enough SNR. However, imaging quality is somewhat tempered by B1+
inhomogeneities. The B1+-field decays in the posterior direction, which
is a direct result of using a quadrature surface coil. Specially designed
RF pulses can compensate for most of the B1+ inhomogeneities, as shown
recently, with TOFU pulses (24). For correcting inhomogeneities in the
receive field of the receiver array different techniques are suggested,
e.g. T1-weighted images can be homogenized by incorporating a proton
density weighted image (25).

The high SENSE factors, up to eight-fold acceleration, are used
in the sequences applied. In fact, the g-factor maps show that 12-fold
acceleration is feasible with minimal noise amplification. However,
unfolding artefacts are occurring in some scans, which originate from
the very high signal close to the small receiver coils. This may be due to
relatively low resolution reference scans or subtle movement between
the acquisition of the reference scan and the high-resolution scan.
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Bilateral 31P MRSI feasibility was shown by means of an AMESING
sequence. The decoupling loop assured negligible RF coupling between
the left and right quadrature coil, therefore the 31P MRSI could be applied
with a SENSE factor of 2 in the left-right direction. Moreover, having the 31P
configuration fully integrated with optimal 1H MRI capabilities simplifies
the design of clinical studies that require optimal MRI as well as 31P MRSI.
In comparison to a close fitting unilateral 31P configuration (10), the
merged 31P – 1H configuration required slightly larger elements to provide
space for the 26 1H receiver coils. As a consequence, the efficiency of the
31
P transmit chain was compromised by only 1.4 dB. Therefore bilateral
31
P spectra can be obtained without additional scan time compared to
an unilateral coil, providing ipsilateral comparisons of membrane and
energy metabolism.

Conclusion

A floating decoupling loop was used for decoupling two quadrature
T/R-coils at the frequencies of 1H and 31P at 7 tesla, 121 Mhz and 298
Mhz respectively, dispite their different mutual coupling. Combined with
26 small-element receiver coils tuned at 298 Mhz, this configuration
allows for practically uncompromised 31P MRSI being merged with high
resolution DCE-MRI and distortionless DWI in breast cancer patients at
7 tesla.
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Abstract
Objectives: To compare water selective excitation (WSE) and Dixon
fat suppression in the context of high-resolution dynamic contrast
enhanced MRI of the breast at 7 tesla.
Methods: Ten healthy volunteers and one patient with a malignant
breast lesion were scanned at 7 tesla. The MRI protocol contained 3D T1weighted gradient echo images obtained with both WSE fat suppression,
multi echo Dixon fat suppression, and without fat suppression. Images
were acquired at a (0.8 mm)3 or (0.7 mm)3 isotropic resolution with equal
field of view and optimized such to obtain a maximal SNR. Image quality
was scored qualitatively on overall image quality, sharpness of anatomical
details, presence of artefacts, inhomogeneous fat suppression and the
presence of water-fat shift. A quantitative scoring was obtained from the
signal to noise ratio and contrast to noise ratio.
Results: WSE scored significantly better in terms of overall image
quality and the absence of artefacts. No significant difference in contrast
to noise ratio was found between the two fat suppression methods.

Conclusion: When maximizing temporal and spatial resolution of
high resolution DCE MRI of the breast, water selective excitation provides
better image quality than multi echo Dixon at 7 T.
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Introduction
Dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) is increasingly used for the assessment of breast tumours, which
is one of the most common tumours in women worldwide. Although DCE
MRI provides a sensitivity of over 90% in the detection of breast tumours,
much research is performed to increase the specificity of DCE MRI, which
is currently between 70% and 92% (1,2). High specificity with less
variance may be found in observing tumours at high spatial resolutions,
which improves the characterisation of spiculi and irregularity of tumour
borders, characteristics which are related to high grade tumours (3).

Successful bilateral breast MRI at 7 T has recently been demonstrated
by several groups (2,4–6). However, as the chemical shift dispersion as
well as the magnetic field distortions and T1 relaxation parameters are
increased at higher fields, the conventional DCE MRI approach must be
revisited for high field use.
A technique commonly used in DCE MRI is fat suppression. The T1
of fat is much shorter than the T1 of glandular tissue and will therefore
appear very bright in the images. This obscures the enhancement in
areas where the contrast agent is taken up. Subtraction techniques to
remove the bright fat signal in DCE MRI may lead to substantial artefacts
in the presence of subtle patient motion, particularly at higher spatial
resolutions (7). Especially at higher field strengths, where differences in
T1 relaxation times of tissues tend to increase, the hyper intense signal of
fat can cause much larger variations in the calculation of enhancement
curves due to subtle motion than caused by the contrast agent. To reduce
these large variations, fat suppression may be essential to obtain high
resolution DCE images with good and robust diagnostic value at high field
strengths.

On 1.5 T and 3 T MR systems, a wide variety of fat suppression
techniques is available. These techniques may be available at 7 T as well,
albeit that the performance of fat suppression can be different. Specifically
for DCE imaging, care must be taken to deal with inhomogeneous B1+
fields, an inhomogeneous B0 field and an increase in T1 relaxation times.
Combined with a desired temporal resolution of maximal two minutes
at high spatial resolution (3), but preferably down to a few seconds
(6,8) to enable the possibilities for kinetic modelling (9), two optimal fat
suppression techniques are available for DCE MRI of the breast at 7 T.
The first is water selective excitation (WSE) (also known as ProSet) (10),
which uses a chemical shift selective RF pulse that excites only the water
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at 4.7 ppm without exciting the main fat spins resonating at 0.9 ppm.
The second technique is multi echo (ME) Dixon (11,12), where, based on
phase difference between multiple echoes, a water and fat image can be
calculated.

Other fat suppression techniques that are often used, e.g. fat selective
saturation or (frequency selective) inversion recovery techniques, were
discarded due to the requirement of a homogeneous B1+ field (e.g. SPIR),
the requirement of long inversion times (due to longer T1 values) (e.g.
STIR, SPAIR), SAR limitations (e.g. SPAIR) and/or the incompatibility with
the injection of a T1 shortening contrast agent (e.g. STIR).

A previous study compared the two most efficient fat suppression
techniques for the breast at 3 T, where ME Dixon outperformed WSE
(13). However, considering the higher order B0 shimming available at 7
T, which is particularly beneficial for WSE, the difference in performance
between ME Dixon and WSE at 7 T breast MRI is yet unknown.
The aim of this study was to investigate fat suppression techniques
within the context of high spatio-temporal resolution DCE bilateral breast
imaging at 7 tesla. WSE, ME Dixon and non-fat suppressed scans were
obtained in volunteers and assessed qualitatively and quantitatively.
Moreover, additional fat suppression by means of subtraction of images
pre and post gadolinium contrast uptake was demonstrated in a patient
with a malignant breast lesion.

Materials and methods

Ten healthy female volunteers (mean age 27.1 ± 4.6 years) were
scanned on a Philips Achieva 7 tesla MR system (Cleveland, Ohio, USA)
equipped with a bilateral 4-element breast transmit/receive coil (MR
Coils B.V., Drunen, the Netherlands). All experiments conducted were in
accordance with the guidelines of the local ethical committee and, prior to
the exam, written informed consent was obtained from all volunteers. For
all subjects, image based 3rd order spherical harmonics B0 shimming was
performed. A 3D B0 map was acquired with a field of view (FOV) closely
fitted around the breasts, as suggested by Hancu et al. (14). Region of
interests (ROIs) were drawn by hand over the breasts and an additional
mask based on image intensity was applied. Strengths of the individual B0
shim terms were calculated by minimizing the least squared error of the
residual field inhomogeneities.
Three different T1 weighted gradient echo sequences were compared:
one without fat suppression, one with WSE and a ME Dixon acquisition (i.e.
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multiple acquisitions within a single repetition). All scans were 3D scans
with equal FOVs and resolutions. Slab selection was performed in the
feet-head direction. The readout was performed in the right-left direction
to minimize scan time. For ME Dixon, two echoes were acquired. The WFS
was set such that a maximum SNR was obtained with the minimum in and
out of phase echo times possible. A 1-3-3-1 binomial pulse was used as a
WSE pulse. To obtain equal T2* weighting, the echo time was set to be the
average of the ME Dixon echo times. The WFS with the WSE sequence was
adjusted such that a maximal SNR was obtained. Details of the different
scans parameters are shown in Table 1.
No fat suppression WSEa

MEb Dixon

Field of view 339x119x147 mm3

339x119x147 mm3

339x119x147 mm3

Flip angle

8°

8°

Resolution
TE / TR

Water Fat
Shift
Bandwidth

0.8x0.8x0.8 mm3
2.9 / 7 ms
8°

3.4 pixels
296 Hz

0.8x0.8x0.8 mm3
3.2 / 6.7 ms
3.4 pixels
296 Hz

0.8x0.8x0.8 mm3
2.5-3.9 / 6.0 ms
1.1 pixels
917 Hz

Table 1: Overview of the main scan parameters used in the different acquisitions.
a: Water selective excitation; b: Multi echo

Image quality was qualitatively assessed, as if it was a clinical scan,
by a radiologist with 8 years of experience in reading breast MRI, of
which 3 years with 7 T breast MRI. First, the overall image quality and
visibility of anatomical details were both scored on a 1 to 5 scoring scale:
1: no diagnostic value; 2: difficult for diagnostic use (poor); 3: acceptable;
4: good; 5: excellent. Second, the presence of imaging artefacts, the
homogeneity of fat suppression, and the presence of a water-fat shift was
scored on a 1 to 3 scoring scale: 1: present and of influence on image
assessment; 2: present but not of influence on image assessment; 3: not
present.

Quantitative image assessment was performed on a slice in the image
including the mammilla. In the ME Dixon scan, this was performed on the
calculated water image. For the other two acquisitions, it was performed
directly on the reconstructed magnitude image. In both breasts, the mean
signal of fat and parenchyma was measured on the lateral and medial
using a ROI of 5x5x1 voxels containing fat or parenchyma only. In addition
the mean signal intensity of both pectoral muscles was measured using a
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ROI of 5x5x1 voxels.

The standard deviation of the noise (σnoise) was measured in a
region in air. For this purpose, the signals of the two coils were combined
(μsignal) with fixed amplitude and phase settings resulting in uniform
noise levels over the images albeit at suboptimal SNR. No corrections
were performed for optimizing the receive inhomogeneity of the coil.
Using the same uniform noise reconstruction, the SNR (SNRA= μsignal/
σnoise) and contrast to noise ratio (CNR) (CNRA,B= SNRA- SNRB) between
parenchyma (A) and fat (B) were calculated.
Statistical analysis was performed on both the qualitative as well
as the quantitative results. A pairwise Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA
analysis was performed using SPSS 20 (IBM SPSS Statistics). Results
were considered significantly different between scan protocols when the
p-value was smaller than 0.05.

While subtraction would reduce SNR by √2, i.e. noise power is
accumulated by subtracting two scans (15), and makes images more
prone to motion artefact, we also investigated the potential of using the
high SNR of 7 T to further improve fat suppression. We have calculated
the subtracted images (i.e. pre contrast scan subtracted from dynamic
scans post contrast) of an ultra-high resolution (0.7 mm)3 DCE scan (FOV:
160x160x348 mm; flip angle of 15°; TR/TE: 5.8/2.5 ms; 8-fold SENSE
acceleration; temporal resolution: 91 s) of a women with breast cancer.

Results

Examples from the same slice of the two fat suppression techniques
of different volunteers are displayed in Figure 1. The non-fat suppressed
acquisition is displayed as well for one subject. While some ghosting
artefacts can be observed with WSE and ME Dixon sequences, both
provided a substantial suppression of the fat signal. However, differences
within glandular tissue can still be seen when comparing the images. With
WSE, subtle hyper-intensities are observed within glandular tissue (Fig1.
b, e, g, i) that cannot be observed within the same slice with Dixon (Fig1.
c, f, h, j). In addition, the contours of glandular tissue, or even the thin
lipid layer between the pectoral muscle and glandular tissue, are better
depicted with the WSE (Fig1. g) technique in comparison to the Dixon
technique (Fig1. h).
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Figure 1: Examples of the acquired images. Examples are shown from the same
slice of a non-fat suppressed image in A, of water selective excitation (WSE) in
B and multi echo (ME) Dixon in C. Although the fat suprression is sometimes
inhomogeneous with WSE (arrow 1), details inside (arrows 2, 3 and 4) and
outside (arrow 5) glandular tissue are better vissible and sharper in the WSE
image compared to ME Dixon. Some details even get lost in the ME Dixon image
(arrow 6). Additional examples of WSE are shown in image E, G and I, and of ME
Dixon in F, H and J. Points of interest, there where differences in intensity and
boundary sharpness can be observerd, are indicited with arrows.
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The results from the qualitative assessment, presented as Box-andWhisker plots with 95% confidence intervals, can be found in Figure 2.
The scans with WSE were superior to the Dixon fat suppressed imaging
concerning the image quality (p=0.015) and the absence of artefacts
(p=0.048). The WSE method seems to result in more inhomogeneous fat
suppression than Dixon, albeit without reaching significance. However,
the inhomogeneity was not so severe that it is expected that it would have
had an influence on the interpretation in any of the cases.

Figure 2: Box-and-Whisker plots with the 95% confidence interval of the
qualitative results of non-fat suppressed, water selective excitation (WSE) and
multi echo (ME) Dixon acquisitions. The overall image quality and the anatomical
sharpness were scored on a scale from 1 (not diagnostic) to 5 (excellent). The
present of artefacts, inhomogeneous fat suppression and the presence of water
fat shift were scored from 1 (present and would influence a diagnosis) to 3 (not
present). Significant differences, p < 0.05, are visualized by cap over the plots.
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Mean ± standard deviation

p-values

No fat
suppression

WSEa

MEb Dixon

34 ± 14
39 ± 15

11 ± 5

54 ± 25

5±3

SNR left
lateral fat

18 ± 7

9±4

3±2

0.000

SNR left
pectoral
muscle

19 ± 7

27 ± 9

16 ± 6

Null hypothesis retained

SNR right
medial fat

SNR right
medial
parenchymal

32 ± 13

32 ± 14

6±2

2±1

0.047

0.000

0.044

SNR right
lateral fat

25 ± 11

6±4

3±1

0.015

0.000

0.532

SNR right
pectoral
muscle

18 ± 8

20 ± 10

12 ± 7

Null hypothesis retained

CNR left
medial
parenchymfat

8 ±8

43 ± 22

22 ± 9

0.001

0.167

0.511

CNR left
lateral
parenchymfat

11 ± 4

30 ± 16

20 ± 8

0.006

0.244

1.000

CNR right
medial
parenchymfat

5 ±3

28 ± 9

16 ± 6

0.000

0.151

0.335

CNR right
lateral
parenchymfat

5 ±5

22 ± 9

13 ± 4

0.001

0.398

0.293

SNR left
medial fat

SNR left
medial
parenchymal
SNR left
lateral
parenchymal

SNR right
lateral
parenchymal

30 ± 9

29 ± 14

39 ± 17

34 ± 10

28 ± 9

27 ± 10

23 ± 8

18 ± 6

15 ± 5

No fat
suppression
– WSE
0.050

No fat
suppression
– ME Dixon
0.000

Null hypothesis retained
0.381

Null hypothesis retained

1.000

1.000

0.118

0.025

WSE – ME
Dixon
0.365

0.026

0.021

0.025

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of the SNR of and CNR between the different
ROIs. P-values are displayed on the right. Significant differences are printed in
bold. a: Water selective excitation; b: Multi echo

As displayed in Table 2 the quantitative results show that the WSE
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method had larger SNR than Dixon in all ROIs; in four out of the ten ROIs a
significant difference was found between WSE and Dixon. In terms of CNR
between parenchym and fat all methods were seen to provide an increase
in contrast between these tissues when compared to no fat suppression at
all. The Dixon method shows a loss in CNR between 1.5 and 2.0 compared
to WSE, but in none of the ROIs this difference was significant.
To demonstrate further potential suppression of background signal
from contrast-enhanced regions, figure 3 shows a 3D MRI of a patient with
a tumour, including WSE and image subtraction. Note that the contrast
of tumour versus surrounding tissues is excellent. At this high spatial
resolution of (0.7 mm)3 at 7 T, SNR was still sufficiently high to overcome
the √2 reduction due to subtraction.

Figure 3: Example of 0.7 mm isotropic acquisitions of a patient with a breast
tumour. In A, a non-fat suppressed T1 weighted image is shown. Fat tissue is
hyperintense. In the water selective excitation (WSE) image, shown in B, glandular
and tumorous tissue are much better visible. In C, a post gadolunium enhanced
WSE image is shown, showing incresae signal intensity of tumurous tissue and
blood vessels. An image showing the subtraction of B and C is shown in D. In the
ideal case the subtraction only shows tumour tissue and blood vessels. Note that
after subtraction, SNR is still sufficient to pick up alterations of contrast uptake
within the tumor.

Discussion

In this study we compared two different fat suppression techniques
within the context of high resolution DCE MRI of the breasts at 7 tesla.
WSE scored better than ME Dixon in the quantitative assessment and in
the qualitative scoring. A significant difference was found in two out of
five of the qualitative scores; the overall image quality and the absence
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of artefacts. A significant difference was found in four out of ten of the
analysed ROIs in terms of SNR.

The relatively low SNR, and therefore low CNR, of the ME Dixon
scans can be explained by the short T2* values in the breast at 7 T and
the required high acquisition bandwidth. The many lipid-parenchyma
transitions result in local disturbances of the magnetic field, which causes
intra-voxel dephasing. Although this is valid for all three investigated
acquisitions, it is particular a problem for the second echo of the ME Dixon
acquisition, which is heavily T2* weighted. Furthermore, a high acquisition
bandwidth had to be used to acquire two echoes in a short TR. These two
issues, combined with small voxels, result in relatively little signal during
the second echo. This, again, results in errors during the reconstruction
of the water and fat images.
The WSE technique however requires a fairly homogeneous B0
field throughout the breast. As the breast is a region where it is difficult
to obtain a homogeneous B0 field, a lot of effort is already invested
in B0 shimming at 3 T systems (14,16,17). Image based shimming is a
requirement to obtain a relative homogeneous B0 field over both breasts.
At 7 T systems, third order shim coils are available to obtain good bilateral
fat suppression (18). In this study, third order shimming yielded sufficient
field uniformity for WSE to obtain acceptable fat suppression at 7 T. This
can be explained by the fact that there is a linear relation between field
strength and chemical shift. Due to the increased chemical shift between
water and fat and the availability of a up to the 3rd order shim system,
WSE is more robust to B0 inhomogeneities at 7 T compared to lower field
strengths. In order to further suppress any residual fat signal in the breast
with WSE, novel shimming techniques, e.g. multi-coil shimming, could be
investigated (19).

Furthermore, the increase in chemical shift at higher fields results in
shorter WSE pulses, keeping the TE short. Consequently, a high acquisition
duty cycle can be obtained with WSE. In our study, this led to more than a
factor of three difference in bandwidth when compared to the ME Dixon.
Therefore, when comparing WSE to ME Dixon, WSE has a better SNR and
performance.
A drawback of WSE pulses can be their requirement for high B1+
fields to provide high flip angles and thus strong T1 weighting, as the pulse
segments are very short (<500 μs). The local transmit coils used in our
study did provide this high B1+ field and resulted in strong T1 weighting
(see for instance high contrast between lipids (short T1) and glandular
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tissue (long T1) in figure 3). It remains questionable whether an RF body
coil or a body multi array coil would provide sufficient B1+ field to obtain
strong T1 weighting with WSE at 7 T. However, in contrast to RF body coils,
our local coil has an intrinsic B1+ and B1- non-uniformity; there is a relative
strong decay in the posterior direction, as can be observed from the lower
signal in the pectoral muscle. Strongly saturating sequences, like a T1w
gradient echo, are in general insensitive to such decaying fields in terms
of sensitivity, but do require B1+ field knowledge to quantify T1 (20). RF
pulses that compensate for transmit inhomogeneities (e.g. tilt optimized
flip uniformity RF pulses (21)) can be used to compensate the decaying
field in the posterior direction, while subject specific B1+ shimming can
compensate remaining inhomogeneities between the left and right breast
(22).
A consequence of short RF pulses in the binominal WSE is that
the excitation bandwidth is very high; in our study 75 kHz. Therefore
the water-fat shift in the slab direction is only 5%. However, the high
bandwidth does put a strong demand on the gradient system that limits
the slab thickness. When using 9-lobe slice selective RF pulses that,
together with the gradient ramps fit in the 500 μs WSE pulse segments,
the maximum gradient strength of 40 mT/m with 200 T/m/s ramps of
our gradient system limits the slab thickness to 7.5 cm. Thinner slices
could be obtained by sacrificing slab profile (i.e. less lobes) or with a
stronger gradient system.

Due to the absence of multi receiver element coils, parallel
imaging techniques, e.g. sensitivity encoding (SENSE) or generalized
autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA), have not been
utilized in this study. These techniques can increase spatial and temporal
resolution. However, as an accurate assessment of the SNR and CNR
becomes more difficult due to different receive profiles of each receiver
element, and to avoid the potential artefacts related to parallel imaging,
such techniques have not been used in our study. Furthermore, SNR
decreases with increasing acceleration factors. However, in a clinical
setting, the use of parallel imaging techniques is key, as substantially
higher resolutions can be obtained as demonstrated in the results from
the patient and in previously published work (2,8). Also techniques like
keyhole imaging have shown to boost the temporal resolution (2,6).
The flip angle of the scans of the healthy volunteers was limited to
8°. This flip angle was chosen to slightly reduce the T1 weighting since
no contrast agent was used. This ensured that despite contrast agents,
small details in glandular tissue remained visible and could be scored
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accordingly. In case of patients, who do receive a gadolinium injection,
this flip angle should be higher to obtain maximum contrast to noise
between healthy and diseased tissue, as demonstrated with the 15° flip
angle used in the patient scan.

Removing the ghosting artefacts in 7T images is still subject of
further research. It is known that the respiration cycle can cause B0 field
fluctuation up to 0.25 ppm, which can cause a wide variety of artefacts,
including ghosting (23). Navigator techniques might be used to correct
for these artefacts, although the sequence will become more complicated
and potentially prolonged. Another promising technique is the use of field
probes that track the field distortions and compensate these with real
time shim updating (23).
The same ghosting artefacts can explain the increase in SNR of nonfatty tissue when using WSE instead of no fat suppression. Hyper intense
signal of the fat is reconstructed outside the breast. This results in nonthermal noise which results an increased standard deviation of the noise.
An alternative approach would have been to acquire a noise-only scan.

Subtraction of pre contrast agent administration from post contrast
agent administration does increase the contrast between the tumour and
healthy tissue. However, small movement between acquisitions can lead
to intensity differences at borders of tissue, e.g. tumorous and fatty tissue,
particularly without fat suppression (4). This has the potential that the
tumour is categorized as a rim-enhanced tumour, while this is not the case.
Especially when moving to higher resolutions, when smaller movements
become visible (7), this should be taken into account, particularly as
rim-enhanced tumours have been associated with negative long-term
outcome of patients with triple-negative breast cancer (24).
Fat suppression methods based on inversion recovery techniques
were not investigated. This choice was made in relation with the application
of high resolution DCE MRI. Inversion recovery techniques require a long
inversion delay. At 7 T, with its higher T1 values, these inversion delays
become unacceptably long for high resolution DCE examinations. For less
time constraint high resolution imaging, adiabatic inversions have proven
to provide a very robust fat suppression (4,25).
Besides high resolution DCE MRI, other techniques have the
potential to increase the specificity of breast MRI. Diffusion weighted MRI
has demonstrated improved specificity over DCE MRI (26). More recently,
techniques like 31P MR spectroscopy and chemical exchange by saturation
transfer (CEST) have demonstrated added value in characterizing breast
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tumours (27,28). Especially when moving to higher field strengths, all of
these techniques would benefit from the higher signal to noise ratios and
spectral dispersion that becomes available (29,30).
In conclusion, based on qualitative and quantitative assessment of
fat suppressed breast images at 7 T, WSE provides better image quality
than ME Dixon for high resolution DCE MRI.
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Abstract
Purpose: Robust fat suppression is essential in bilateral breast MRI
at 7 tesla. The lack of good fat suppression can result in errors when
calculating the enhancement curve from dynamic contrast enhanced
acquisitions. In this work we propose discretized frequency shimming to
improve the quality of fat suppression by exploiting the capabilities of a
parallel transmit setup.
Methods: With discretized frequency shimming, different resonance
frequencies are used for the different transmitters of the RF coil. This
can particularly be useful for frequency selective RF pulses, such as
water excitation. The potential of this method has been investigated by
simulations on seven acquired B0 maps. Prospective experiments on
phantoms and four healthy volunteers were performed to illustrate the
performance of discretized frequency shimming.
Results: Simulations show a decrease in off-resonance excitation for
all subjects when discretized frequency shimming is used. This decrease
is highly subject dependent, but can be up to 30% resulting in better fat
suppression as observed in phantom and volunteer experiments.
Conclusion: Discretized frequency shimming
suppression in bilateral breast MRI at 7 tesla.
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Introduction
Breast cancer being the most prevalent cancer among women (1).
The advice of the American Cancer Society is to screen women at risk
annually for breast cancer with MRI (2). Therefore, robust breast MRI
protocols are a necessity.
The current workhorse in the assessment of breast tumours with
MR, dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI, has a sensitivity of over 90%
and a specificity of 70% to 90% in the detection of breast tumours (3,4).
Morphological and kinetic information from this type of acquisitions
can be used to differentiate between malignant and benign tumours. It
was recently found that the first few minutes of the dynamic contrast
enhanced MRI can be sufficient in detecting breast cancer (5).

The signal-to-noise increase obtained by moving to higher field
strengths (≥ 7 tesla) can be used to obtain high spatial resolutions at
these high temporal constraints (6,7). Moreover, a high density of receiver
arrays can be used to accelerate MRI with SENSE enabling a 1.5 mm
isotropic spatial resolution within a temporal resolution of 6.7 seconds.

However, with higher resolutions, slight movement between
acquisitions might results in errors in the calculated enhancement curves.
This can lead to subtraction errors that appear as rim enhanced lesions,
which may incorrectly be diagnosed as an aggressive tumour with poor
outcome (8). To reduce these errors, the high signal of fat surrounding the
lesions must be suppressed (9). This way, even with subtle motion during
image acquisition, the subtraction artefact can be negligible.
Multiple fat suppression techniques are available for DCE MRI, e.g.
water selective excitation (WSE) (10), Dixon (11) or spectral presaturation
inversion recovery (12). In previous work, we have shown that one of those
techniques, WSE, is the preferred method in the T1-weighted sequence for
breast DCE MRI at 7 T when scanning at submillilitre resolutions (13).
However, residual fat signal may remain visible, especially close to the
axillary regions.

The cause of residual fat signal can be found in an inhomogeneous B0
field. WSE is a binomial radio frequency (RF) pulse, which has a selectivity
in the spatial as well as the spectral domain. In a uniform B0 field, the
RF pulse excites water (at 4.7 ppm) only, while excluding excitation of
the lipids (at 1.3 ppm). With a strong non-uniform B0 field, which is not
uncommon with breast MRI (14,15), the lipid spins may get excited
instead of water spins.
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Optimizing the B0 field in the breasts requires careful positioning of
the breasts in the coil and higher order B0 shimming. However, magnetic
field distortions in both breasts cannot be completely removed, even with
the availability of third order B0 shimming, available on most 7 T systems
(16). Fortunately, the development of hardware for breast MRI at 7 tesla
is an active field of research (17–22). Although not widely available,
recently developed 7 T breast coils can make use of the possibilities that
parallel transmit systems provide. I.e., the transmitter for each breast is
connected to a separate RF amplifier (18). These types of setups have
the option to independently excite spins in each breast, mostly used to
perform B1+ phase and amplitude shimming for each breast, such that
both breasts experience a similar B1+.
In this study, we propose a method to improve the quality of the
images obtained with WSE by exploiting the capabilities of the parallel
transmit system even further. Besides phase and amplitude shimming
for B1+, we will demonstrate the use of different resonant frequencies for
the RF pulses to mitigate off-resonance effects caused by B0 distortions
in both breasts. Incorporating a discretized B0 shift between the two
breasts in a dedicated B0 shimming tool provides an additional degree of
freedom that is used to reduce off-resonance excitations. Using different
resonance frequencies for each breast in this newly shimmed B0 field, and
therefore different RF pulses per breast, the effect of residual magnetic
field distortions can be mitigated even further to ensure only water is to
be excited.

Methods

Simulations

Seven 3D non-shimmed B0 maps were acquired at 7 tesla (Dual
echo time acquisition, coronal slab with a resolution of 3.5x3.5x5.0
mm, a repetition time of 4.2 ms and echo times of 1.33 and 2.28 ms) in
patients with a biopsy confirmed breast tumour and analysed in Matlab.
To shim the acquired B0 maps, regions of interest (ROIs) were manually
drawn around the breasts, using the strategy suggested by Hancu et al.
(15), which consists of optimizing the B0 field in a single 3D ROI covering
both breasts. The B0 maps were shimmed up to the 3rd order spherical
harmonics using a linear least squares optimization, using Matlab’s builtin reflective trusted-region optimization algorithm with the MR system’s
limits as boundary conditions. In addition, to determine the frequency
offset between the breasts, an optimization was performed where the 0th
order term was separated in two terms. One for the left breast, and one
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for the right breast.

Bloch simulations, using Hargreaves’ Bloch simulator (23), were
performed to determine the excitation profile in the frequency domain
of a 1-3-3-1 binomial RF pulse, which is displayed in figure 1A. The
excitation profile of the pulse was calculated from -2000 to 2000 Hz, with
steps of 1 Hz.
By combining the shimmed B0 maps, the frequency offsets between
both breasts, and the Bloch simulations, maps were calculated showing
the relative excitation of the 1.3 ppm peak, within the contours of the
breasts; i.e. 0 would reflect perfect fat suppression (identical to onresonance water excitation) and 1 would reflect no suppression at all
(identical to an off-resonance that matches to the lipid resonance at 1.3
ppm) For quantitative comparisons, the average relative excitation was
calculated of all voxels within the ROI.

Figure 1: A: Binomial RF pulse used for simulation and experiments: total pulse
duration: 1.71 ms, duration of a single 9-lobed sinc shape: 0.2229 ms, with a slab
selection gradient. B: Simulated excitation profile of the RF pulse shown in a. The
pulse has both a frequency as a spatially selective component.

Experimental setup

All experiments were performed on a 7 tesla whole body MR system
(Philips Healthcare, Cleveland, OH) equipped with an in-house developed
2-channel bilateral breast transceiver, with each transceiver connected
to a separate 4 kW RF amplifier. The scanner software was modified to
enable the transmission of the RF pulse with a different carrier frequency
(F0) for each RF amplifier, i.e. discretized frequency shimming.
B0 shimming

B0 shimming was performed using two approaches. First, the regular
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method of image based shimming was used to adjust the centre frequency
(F0) and 15 shim terms (1st, 2nd and 3rd order) to homogenise the
magnetic field. Second, two centre frequencies (F0left and F0right) were
optimized together with the same 15 shim terms to homogenize the
magnetic field. We will further refer to the latter approach as discretized
frequency shimming.
Phantom Experiments

Phantom experiments were performed to validate if discretized
frequency shimming can regain effective fat suppression when a leftright B0 inhomogeneity is present. Two semi-spherical phantoms with
a diameter of 10 cm were filled with vegetable oil and a small water
containing sphere with 4 cm diameter, to emulate the fat and water
respectively. After B0 shimming (with 16 terms) a 3D T1 weighted fatsuppressed scan was acquired (resolution of 2x2x2 mm, 1-3-3-1 binomial
excitation pulse (figure 1), a TR of 4.1 ms, and a TE of 1.96 ms). To enforce
a B0 inhomogeneity, a second scan was acquired with a linear B0 gradient
of 0.06 mT/m in the left-right direction. In a third acquisition, a frequency
offset of 400 Hz was applied on top of the B0 gradient.
In vivo Experiments

Four healthy female volunteers, with breast size cup A, A, C and D, were
scanned in accordance with the guidelines of the local ethical committee.
Written informed consent was obtained prior to the experiment.

Image based B0 shimming was performed on an acquired 3D B0 map
and imported in dedicated B0 shimming software. A 3D ROI covering
both breasts, as suggested by Hancu et al. (15), was drawn manually and
combined with a mask based on intensity threshold. Depending on the
sequence to acquire, 16 or 17 shim terms were optimized by minimizing
the least squared error of the residual field inhomogeneities.

After B0 shimming, two 3D T1 weighted gradient echo sequences
were acquired (a field of view of 420x190x150 mm, a resolution of 1.2
mm isotropic, a repetition time of 4.1 ms, an echo time of 1.96 time, a flip
angle of 8°, and a 1-3-3-1 binomial RF pulse used for excitation which
had a total duration of 1.71 ms (figure 1A)). The only difference between
the two acquisitions was the use of discretized frequency shimming in
the second acquisition, where the frequency offset was determined by the
difference between F0left and F0right.
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Results
Simulations
The Bloch simulation, shown in figure 1B, was used to calculate maps
showing the relative excitation of the 1.3 ppm peak. Slices of these maps,
with and without discretized frequency shimming, from seven different
patients are shown in figure 2. Decreased excitation, which could result
in decreased fat signal, is in particular observed at the outer regions
of the breast. All simulations show improved performance in terms of
decreased off-resonance excitation when adding discretized frequency
shimming. However, the improvement is highly subject dependent, as can
be seen in figure 3, varying from a slight improvement to 30% decrease of
the average off-resonance excitation.
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Figure 2: Simulated maps of off-resonance excitation, based on B0 maps
acquired in seven patients. A single slice from each simulation is displayed. The
maps show the relative excitation of the 1.3 ppm (fat) peak without (left) and
with (right) discretized frequency shimming. The numbers above the frequency
shimmed slices represent the frequency offset between the excitations of the
spins in the two breasts.
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Figure 3: The relative off-resonance excitation, averaged over the whole region
of interest (both breasts) for each of the seven simulations without discretized
frequency shimming (left) and with discretized frequency shimming (right). For
all subjects an improvement in fat suppression can be observed.

Phantom experiments

Figure 4 shows the results of the phantom experiments. Figure 4A
shows the scan without any modification, which serves as reference. The
bright spots are the water-containing spheres, which are placed inside an
oil containing phantom. In figure 4B, a background field non-uniformity
is enforced. In this image, fat signal becomes visible on the right side.
In figure 4C, in the presence of the background field, a frequency offset
of 400 Hz was applied on the right transmitter, resulting in effective fat
suppression again.
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Figure 4: Phantom experiments. Figure A shows acquisition with good B0
shimming, resulting in good fat suppression. Figure B shows an acquisition with
a linear B0 gradient enforced in the left-right direction, i.e. bad B0 shimming,
and fat signal becomes visible. In figure C, the discretized frequency shimming
is incorporated on top of the B0 gradient, and the fat signal is suppressed again.

In vivo experiments

Figure 5 shows breast slices of four volunteers without (panel A, C,
E, G) and with (panel B, D, F, H) discretized frequency shimming. Even
with third order B0 shimming, and a 1000 Hz difference in the resonance
frequency between fat and water, hyper intense fat signal can be visible
(C, G), in particular in the left breast. This signal is greatly reduced in the
frequency shimmed acquisition (D, H. For volunteer 1 and 3, differences
between the two acquisitions are only subtle, while for volunteer 2 and 4
these are substantial, when using a frequency offset of 40, 104, 45 and 60
Hz for volunteer 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
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Figure 5: In-vivo results showing water selective excitation in the breast slices
without (A, C, E, G) and with (B, D, F, H) discretized frequency shimming. For
volunteer 1 and 3, only small differences between the two acquisitions can
be observed, while for volunteer 2 and 4 substantial improvements in fat
suppression can be observed.

Discussion

In this work we have presented a method to improve the performance
of fat suppression for bilateral breast MRI at 7 T. By combining the
capabilities of local transmit coils and multi transmit systems, the
proposed method is relatively simple to implement and more complex
pulse design algorithms are not required.

The simulations on in-vivo acquired B0 maps showed a decrease
in off-resonance excitation in all cases. The decrease is highly subject
dependent, which is confirmed by the in-vivo experiments on healthy
volunteers. However, as there is no degradation in fat suppression
observed this method of discretized frequency shimming can be used in
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all subjects. In our current implementation, ROIs are drawn manually,
which is time consuming and not ideal in a clinical setting. When, however,
the proposed method is included in the available B0 shimming tools, the
workflow of scanning patients can remain unchanged.

The use of local transmit coils is essential for this method. The coils
used in this study are known to have a strong but decaying B1+ field in the
posterior direction, which can be compensated with TOFU pulses (24). As
the proposed method only consists of a frequency offset, both methods
can be combined to overcome the limitation of the decaying B1+ field
while at the same time enabling discretized frequency shimming.
To remove any residual fat signal, alternative approaches should be
considered. From an RF perspective, subject-specific RF pulses can be
designed, which incorporate the B0 and B1+ inhomogeneities (25). From a
B0 perspective, fourth order harmonics can potentially help to homogenise
field even further (26). However, as an alternative, the use of local shim
coils can be considered as well, as it provides many more degrees of
freedom (27,28). For clinical applications, local shim coils should be
combined with a receiver array, such as iPRES (29), to enable parallel
imaging acquisitions. However, all of these approaches require dedicated
hardware adaptations, while the discretized frequency shimming can be
obtained by software control only, as we have demonstrated by integrating
the frequency control within the scanner software.
Dynamic slice based B0 shimming, as demonstrated for diffusion
weighted imaging in the breast by Lee et al. (30), greatly reduces B0
inhomogeneities as well. However, as DCE MRI uses 3D volumes, slice
based shim updating is not applicable for this for these type of acquisitions.

Literature reports dynamic B0 fluctuations between 0.04 and 0.23
ppm (12 – 70 Hz at 7 T) (26,31,32), which originate from the respiratory
and cardiac cycle. We have not taken effects of these fluctuations into
account in this study, which can possibly results in artefacts, such as
ghosting. Several approaches can be taken to tackle this problem, such
as acquiring a training set for dynamic B0 shimming (33) or by using field
probes (32,34). Fortunately, the spectral separation of the water signals
at 4.7 ppm and fat signals at 1.3 ppm is beyond the spectral fluctuations
caused by breathing. Therefore, it is expected that these B0 fluctuations
are minimally affecting the quality of fat suppression.

Conclusion

Discretized frequency shimming is a simple and effective method
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to improve the performance of fat suppression in bilateral breast MRI
at 7 T using local transmit coils. The amount of improvement is subject
dependent, but is always positive and can be up to 30% when considering
the average off-resonance excitation.
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Chapter 5
Hybrid utilization of
gradient insert coils and
whole-body gradient coils
to correct for
gradient imperfections
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Abstract
Purpose: Gradient performance is a limiting factor for high
resolution imaging. To increase gradient performance, insert coils can be
used. However, these coils are often heavy and difficult to handle. In this
work we propose to use a single-axes, unshielded, gradient insert coil for
imaging that is light and easy to place. To counteract the cross-term eddy
currents caused by the unshielded gradient coil, the regular, whole-body,
gradient system was used.

Methods: A single-axes unshielded gradient insert coil was
constructed for the breast. Efficiency and linearity were determined
using B0 maps acquired on a phantom. Magnetic field cameras were used
to measure eddy currents. The scanner system was modified to drive four
independent gradient axes, including eddy current compensation.
Results: The gradient coil had an efficiency of 0.93 mT*m-1*A-1.
Without eddy current compensation a short self-term eddy current
was measured with an amplitude of 60% and a duration of 0.3 ms, and
a long cross-term to the z-gradient was measured with an amplitude of
0.54% and a duration of 1.0 s. With eddy current compensation enabled,
practically no residual eddy currents were observed.

Conclusion: A whole-body gradient coil can be used to correct for
cross-term eddy currents originating from unshielded gradient insert
coils.
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Introduction
Already since Paul Lauterbur (1) introduced the use of magnetic
field gradients to form an image from NMR signals, there is a desire for
better gradient performance. Gradient performance was limited for a long
time by eddy currents occurring in the different conducting parts of the
system. With the introduction of actively shielded gradient coils, many of
the eddy current problems were diminished (2–6). On an actively shielded
gradient coil, a secondary coil is placed around the first one. In the design,
the two layers of the gradient coil are designed as a compromise between
field strength and slew rate inside the coil and minimizing the induced
currents in conducting structures of the magnet. This proved particularly
useful to reduce eddy currents, and enabled efficient echo planar imaging
based sequences (7,8), but reduces the efficiency of the coil.
Currently, the state of the art whole-body gradient system of the
Human Connectome Project is capable of creating a gradient of 300
mT/m and switching the gradient with a slew rate of 200 T/m/s (9). Even
though better performances can be achieved by this gradient system, its
performance is limited by peripheral nerve stimulation. Alternatively,
an increased performance can be found in gradient insert coils, where
the increased performance can be found in the use of higher slew rates,
e.g. 708 T/m/s with a maximum gradient strength of 85 mT/m (10).
Furthermore, due to their smaller dimensions, gradient insert coils cause
less peripheral nerve stimulation (9).
Despite the higher slew rates, gradient insert coils are not widely
used in practice. Unshielded coils can induce eddy currents in structures
inside the magnet which can be difficult to compensate (11). On the other
hand, a three-axes, actively shielded gradient coil is, due to its weight and
size, difficult to position in the magnet bore, making it impractical to use
it in a daily clinical setting.
Noticeable is the fact that when a gradient insert coil is used, the
whole-body gradient system is often not used anymore, despite the fact
the two systems might complement each other. For example, employing
a gradient waveform on both systems simultaneous can increase the
maximum obtainable gradient strength and slew rate compared to by
using only one of the two systems (12,13).

We propose to find the complementation of both gradient coils in one
system: the whole-body gradient coil can compensate for imperfections
of the gradient insert coil. More specifically, switching a gradient insert
coil will induce eddy currents in the heat shield(s) of the cryostat, which,
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in their turn, will create time varying field inhomogeneities in the field
of view. These inhomogeneities may be compensated by the whole-body
gradient system, as the eddy currents in the cylindrical conductor of
the heatshield are expected to cause a wide bore gradient field. In fact,
creating a synergy between the non-shielded gradient insert coil and the
whole-body gradient system may reflect shielded gradients.
Employing both systems in this way, the requirement for active
shielding of the gradient insert coils disappears. This can simplify gradient
coil design greatly: reduce self-inductance; resulting in higher slew rates;
reduce electrical resistance, resulting in a lower heat dissipation; and
reducing size and weight, resulting in practically manageable coils.

In this work, we demonstrate the synergy between a single-axis
unshielded gradient insert coil for the human breast with the body
gradient coil. Simulations were performed to estimate the eddy currents
in the cryostat caused by the unshielded gradient insert coil. Simulations
were compared to in-bore experiments on a whole body 7 tesla magnet.
Experiments were performed to measure the eddy currents with magnetic
field cameras. Adjustments to the MR system were made to counteract
the effects of the induced eddy currents with both the insert gradient as
well as the body gradient.

Methods

Simulations

Simulations were performed to estimate the decay rate of the eddy
current in the heat shield of the cryostat. The decay rate, assuming a
mono-exponential function, is given by τ = L/R, with L the inductance of
the conducting heat shield including the coupling (mutual inductance)
with the gradient insert coil, and R the resistance of the induced current.
For the simulations, performed in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA), the
gradient coil was modeled as a Maxwell gradient coil with two single
loops with opposing direction of the electrical current. The heat shields
of the magnet are the structure where most eddy currents are expected.
The shields of the magnet, an Agilent 7 tesla whole-body magnet (Agilent
Technologies), were modeled as a 4 mm thick hollow cylinder of 930 mm
in diameter and 300 mm long with an electrical resistivity of 3.5*10-8 Ω*m
at 90 K. The induced eddy current in the heat shield was approximated
as a tangential surface current sheet, one for each half of the heat shield
cylinder with opposing direction. For the inductance computation, the
heat shield was modeled as two single loops with thickness and radius
equal to previously mentioned hollow cylinder separated by half the
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cylinder length. The inductance was computed using the method by King
and incorporates the mutual inductance with the insert gradient coil (14).
Experimental setup

All experiments were performed on a 7 tesla whole-body MR system
(Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) equipped with a whole-body
gradient system with a maximum gradient of 40 mT/m and maximum
slew rate of 200 T/m/s. The whole body gradient system was connected
to six Copley 281 gradient amplifiers (Analogic Corp., Peabody, MA),
capable of producing 400 V and 600 A each.
A home-built single-axis unshielded gradient insert coil designed for
the breast, targeting to produce a z-gradient field with an efficiency of 1
mT/m/A, was positioned in the magnet and connected to a Copley 271
gradient amplifier (Analogic Corp., Peabody, MA), capable of producing
400 V and 600 A. The gradient insert coil was a Maxwell design consisting
of two sets of 18 squared shaped loops of 24 cm by 11 cm, constructed
from hollow copper conductors to allow water cooling, fixed firmly in
epoxy resin. The two sets of loops were positioned 16 cm from each other
in the z-direction, leaving enough space to fit a single breast. A two channel
quadrature transmit-receive radio frequency coil was constructed to fit in
between the two sets of gradient coil conductors. To determine efficiency
of the gradient coil, a B0 map was measured with the whole body gradient
system, when applying a continuous current of 0.6 A to the insert gradient
coil on a spherical phantom with a diameter of 14 cm. To the resulting B0
map, a first order linear model was fitted to determine gradient strength
and linearity. Further, to calculate the maximum slew rate of the coil,
the inductance and electrical resistivity where determined using an LCR
meter at electrical current frequencies of 1 kHz and 10 kHz.
To monitor eddy currents, a field camera setup (Skope Magnetic
Resonance Technologies AG, Zürich, Switzerland) was used. Four field
cameras containing a 19F compound were used, of which two were
home-built to fit the limited space inside the breast coil, at the cost of
signal lifetime. The field cameras were positioned strategically along the
z-axis such to distinguish two different gradient fields, the whole-body
z-gradient and the z-gradient produced by the gradient insert coil (figure
1).

The scanner software was extended to address four gradient axes
simultaneously. Eddy current compensation (ECC) is performed with preemphasis and is determined by a set of time-dependent mono-exponential
functions, Gecc i(t)=ai*e-t/τi, where G is the additional gradient used for ECC,
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a is the amplitude of the compensation relative to the gradient impulse,
and τ the time constant of the ECC. ECC for the whole-body gradient
system was unaltered. ECC for the gradient insert coil was implemented
with a term for the self-term eddy current, and a term for a cross-term
eddy current to the whole-body z-gradient.

Figure 1: Positioning of the field cameras (dots) with respect to the gradient
insert coil (background and black lines). By positioning field cameras on both
sides of the conductors of the gradient insert coil, fields representing a wholebody z-gradient (blue) and fields generated by the gradient insert coil (red) can
be distinguished.

Short term eddy current analysis

To analyze the short term eddy currents, the gradient insert coil
was switched from 0.9 mT/m to 0 mT/m, with a ramp of 0.2 ms. One
acquisition was made without ECC, followed by an acquisition with a
self-term with an amplitude and a time constant that matches the eddy
current response. For both acquisitions, eddy current effects in magnetic
field fluctuation were analyzed for 1.5 ms with a temporal resolution of
1 µs.
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Long term eddy current analysis
To analyze the long term eddy currents, the gradient insert coil was
switched from 1.75 mT/m to 0 mT/m. One acquisition was made without
ECC, followed by an acquisition with a cross-term with an amplitude
and time constant that matched the eddy current response. For both
acquisitions, eddy current effects were analyzed for 4.5 s with a temporal
resolution of 50 ms.

Results

Simulations

From simulations, the resistance and inductance, experienced by the
current distribution on the heat shield induced by the insert gradient coil,
was computed to be R = 8.98*10-6 Ω and L= 11.9*10-6 H respectively. The
decay rate of the eddy currents induced in this shield is then approximated
by τ = L/R = 1.39 s.
Experimental setup

The constructed gradient coil had an inductance of 72 µH and a
resistance of 130 mΩ, when measured at 1 kHz, and 62 µH and 338 mΩ,
when measured at 10 kHz. From B0 maps, an efficiency of 0.93 mT*m-1*A-1
was measured (figure 2), with an R2 of 0.985 indicating good linearity
over the field of view.
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Figure 2: A measured B0 map acquired with a current of 0.6 A on a 14 cm spherical
phantom. From this B0 map, the efficiency was determined to be 0.93 mT*m-1*A-1
with an R2 of 0.985.

Short term eddy current analysis

Short term eddy currents, with and without ECC, were measured
with a field camera system. Without ECC, almost 1 ms is required to obtain
the desired gradient strength (figure 3A). With ECC that incorporates a
60% amplitude at a time constant of 0.3 ms, the desired gradient strength
is reached almost instantaneously (figure 3B). In both cases, practically
no cross terms to the body z-gradient field could be observed in the
measurements.
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Figure 3: Measurements of short term eddy currents with field cameras, showing
the z-gradient from the gradient insert coil and the z-gradient of the whole-body
gradient system. Panel A shows the result without eddy current compensation.
The measured gradient of the insert coil does not follow the requested gradient
shape. Panel B shows the result where compensation with a single self-term was
applied. The requested and measured gradient shape practically match in this
case. Note that in both cases, no cross-terms were observed at this time scale.

Long term eddy current analysis

When measuring the long term eddy currents without ECC, a wholebody z-gradient is measured (figure 4A), caused by an eddy current in the
heat shield. After enabling ECC as a cross term from the insert gradient
to the whole-body z-gradient, with an amplitude of -0.54% and a time
constant of 1 second, this eddy current is sufficiently reduced (figure 4B).
No long self-term eddy currents have been observed.
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Figure 4: Measurements of long term eddy currents with field cameras, showing
the z-gradient from the gradient insert coil and the z-gradient of the whole-body
gradient system. Panel A shows the result without eddy current compensation.
A small but measureable long cross term in the order 1 second is visible. Panel
B shows the result where a compensation term with a single cross-term was
applied. The cross-term has been greatly reduced. In both cases, no long selfterm eddy currents have been observed.

Discussion

In this work, a hybrid usage of a whole-body gradient system and an
unshielded insert gradient coil was presented. As expected the unshielded
coil caused substantial eddy currents in the heat shield of the cryostat,
but could be compensated with pre-emphasis using a cross current to
the body gradient coil. This method enables the use of high performance
gradient coils, whilst making the design of coils much easier by removing
the necessity of actively shielding.

The proposed ECC has been validated with measurements at 7 tesla,
using field cameras to measure the different gradient fields. Both selfterms and cross-terms can be compensated by using a gradient insert
coil and whole-body gradient system simultaneous. Furthermore, in-bore
experiments closely match simplified simulations to estimate the duration
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of the eddy currents in the heat shield of the cryostat, confirming that the
long term eddy currents indeed originate from the heat shield and that
the field effect coincide with a z-gradient.

Due to geometrical constraints only four field cameras were used,
of which two were small home-built probes to fit into the small available
space. The limited signal lifetime of these home-built cameras compared
to the commercially available cameras, resulted that the short term eddy
currents could only be analyzed over 1 ms. Our results suggest that
there are no short term eddy currents longer than 1 ms for this gradient
design. For different gradient insert coils, however, the eddy currents
may live longer. High quality field cameras or image-based eddy current
measurements are a requirement in that case (15). The signal to noise
ratio of the field cameras in the experimental validation is relatively low,
in particular for the short-term eddy current analysis. One of the reasons
can be found in the cameras used for the field camera system, which
contained a 19F compound designed for measuring field fluctuations
induced by physiology (16). Using cameras containing a based solution
would be a better choice for these experiments (17,18).

Another limitation of using only four field cameras is the limited
number of different field gradients that can be distinguished. Theoretically,
four different terms can be distinguished. As we positioned the field
cameras such to focus on the two different z-gradients, all cameras on
a single axis, we limited ourselves to two terms. A higher number of
cameras with a good separation in all directions are needed to measure
the x and y gradient fields as well, and potentially higher order spatially
varying magnetic fields.

In this work, a single-axis gradient insert coil has been used. Using
just a single axis is sufficient for many EPI based sequences, where the
highest demand can be found on the gradient axis on which the readout
gradient waveform is placed. However, the proposed method could be
expanded to a 3-axes gradient insert coil, effectively resulting in a 6-axes
gradient system.

In the current implementation two mono-exponential functions
are used for ECC, one for the self-term and one for the cross-term.
Increasing the number of functions could have improved the ECC even
further, however, the way we implemented the functions in our scanner
platform caused a high load on the scanner computer hence prohibited
incorporation of more functions.
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The coupling between the gradient insert coil and the whole-body

gradient coil has not been investigated in this study. Although a high
coupling between these coils is expected, the gradient amplifiers are
designed as current sources acting as high impedances thus minimize the
mutual inductance and as such counteract undesired currents.

To conclude, a whole-body gradient coil can be used for driving preemphases currents to compensate eddy current effects of an unshielded
gradient insert coil. This substantially simplifies the design of gradient
insert coils.
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Chapter 6
General discussion
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With over 14000 cases of breast cancer in the Netherlands each
year (1), high quality imaging modalities are a requirement for good
assessment of tumours and treatment monitoring. To accurately assess
tumours, a wide variety of information is desired, such as the morphology
of the tumour, vascularity, its cellular structure and metabolic information.
MRI has the capabilities to obtain a wide variety of these parameters.
Ultra-high field MRI, such as 7 tesla, has additional benefits compared to
today’s clinically used MRI systems. The increase in SNR can be translated
to higher spatial resolutions, visualizing small details of tumours. The
increased field strength and the concomitant magnetic susceptibility
effects give rise to different contrast. Further, the increase in spectral
dispersion makes it possible to distinguish different metabolites in MR
spectroscopy experiments, thus providing detailed information on a
metabolic level. Altogether, this makes 7 tesla MRI a potential singlestop imaging modality to obtain all required information for the accurate
assessment of breast tumours, and even for monitoring or predicting the
efficacy of chemotherapy.
To explore the full potential of 7 tesla breast MRI, both hardware
and MRI sequences have evolved greatly in the last decade. What started
with a unilateral, single loop, RF coil for dynamic contrast enhanced
(DCE) imaging (2), evolved into bilateral multi-nuclear setups to acquire
a wide variety of contrast types, as presented in chapter 2. However, for
7 tesla MRI to become a modality that is used in the daily clinical breast
cancer care several technical adaptations are still required, in particular
to improve the quality and stability of acquisitions that go further than
DCE MRI.

The inhomogeneity of the transmit field on the 1H frequency is still
subject to research. Several coil designs have been suggested to improve
homogeneity, such as Tic-Tac-Toe coils (3), forced current excitation
transmit arrays (4) and fractionated dipole antennas (5). Although a T1
weighted DCE series is not very sensitive to B1+ inhomogeneities (6), the
contrast of other sequences, such as spin-echo based sequences (DWI) or
saturation and chemical exchange based sequences (CEST), can heavily
depend on the B1+ field, stressing the need for homogeneous transmit
fields. However, the ideal transmit coil concept is yet to be determined.

Considering the potential of the X-nuclei for breast MRI (7), special
care should be taken of the transmit field of these frequencies as well.
Using local transmit/receive coils inherently result in a decaying B1 fields
farther from the coil. The phosphorous experiment performed in chapter
2 must make use of adiabatic RF pulses to overcome this limitation of
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such an RF coil. These types of pulses are very demanding in terms of
SAR and have a relatively low bandwidth, whereas the spectral dispersion
increases with higher magnetic field strengths. At 7 tesla, the resonance
frequency of 31P is close to the resonance frequency of 1H at 3 tesla,
and the resonance frequencies of 13C and 23Na at 7 tesla are close to the
resonance frequency of 1H at 1.5 tesla. To overcome decaying B1 fields,
proven transmit coil concepts of the 1H frequency at lower frequency
can possibly be used for X-nuclei at 7 tesla: a quadrature body coil that
can generate homogeneous B1+. Once this field can be generated, earlier
choices in the sequence design, such as the use of adiabatic pulses, should
be reconsidered to further improve the quality of these acquisitions.
For the 1H experiments, the necessity of receiver arrays has been
proven and accepted in this field, due to the benefit on the SNR and
imaging speed (8,9). Similar approaches are required when performing
experiments on other nuclei. For, e.g., cardiac 31P spectroscopy at 7 T, this
approach has already shown to be of great value in terms of SNR (10),
which would be in particular valuable for smaller breast tumours.

As detecting breast tumours smaller than 1 cm with DWI even
at 3 tesla MRI systems is still challenging (11), moving to 7 tesla is
particularly interesting. However, DWI of the breast at 7 T is currently
still a difficult sequence to perform. Not only the transmit field poses
problems, as discussed before, also obtaining a homogeneous B0 field is
not easy. Even after 3rd order shimming, global B0 inhomogeneities in the
breast are present (12). In addition, many water-lipid transitions within
the breast result in local B0 inhomogeneities. For echo planar imaging
(EPI) based sequences, such as DWI, this results in severe geometrical
distortions. Using parallel imaging techniques, these distortions can
already be reduced substantially. With the SNR present at 7 T, spatial
resolution could be increased substantially. However, increasing the
resolution will result in increased distortions. Numerous approaches
could be considered to obtain these high resolution images, without great
spatial distortions. Local shim coils (integrated in the receiver array)
can be used to homogenize the B0 field as much as possible (13,14).
From the perspective of sequence design, readout segmented EPI can
be considered (15). Having multiple segments in the readout direction
reduces the duration of the EPI readout, which reduces the distortions.
However, the scan time increases with the number of segments. Finally,
by using highly efficient gradient coils, such as presented in chapter 5,
the duration of a single EPI acquisition can be greatly reduced resulting
in, again, an increased bandwidth in the phase encoding direction. As a
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benefit, no additional scan time is required in this case.

Besides static B0 inhomogeneities, the respiratory and cardiac cycle
impose dynamic B0 fluctuations as well, locally up to 100 Hz (16). These
effects can result in great degradation of image or spectral quality. E.g.,
ghosting artefacts in T2* weighted images or peak broadening in MRS
experiments. Magnetic field cameras have successfully been used to
correct for the 0th order B0 fluctuations (16). Higher order variations, on
the other hand, are more difficult to correct. A potential approach to solve
this still remaining issue could be to combine a set of different approaches,
such as field cameras, training sets (17) and navigator echoes.
Once all required information can be acquired stable enough, it is
interesting to look at the MR examination as one experiment instead
of as a series of acquisitions. Some acquisitions, such as the AMESING
sequence of chapter 2 (18), contain a lot of dead time to resolve full
T1 relaxation. Nowadays, the acquisitions of different nuclei can be
interleaved (19) or even performed simultaneous (20). The unused time
of the 31P acquisition can, for example, be used to acquire high resolution
anatomical information, acquired on the 1H frequency.

In this thesis, several technical developments have been described.
However, developments of medical imaging should not stop at the
console of an imaging modality. For example, with the high number of
parameters that can be obtained from MRI, interpreting the data becomes
difficult: processing four variables is challenging for humans, while our
performance of processing five variables is already equal to chance level
(21). Hence, extensive use of computer aided diagnosis systems (CAD)
to aid decisions on treatment plans is essential. The use of CAD for DCE
MRI is already around successfully for over 15 years (22,23), but should
be extended to include new parameters: it is already shown that adding
information of the total choline peak measured with 1H MRS to a classifier
based on morphology, kinetic parameters and the apparent diffusion
coefficient improves the performance of such a classifier (24).
To conclude, high field breast MRI has proven to be a powerful tool
for multiparametric assessment of breast tumours and their response
to therapy; a wide variety of parameters can be determined, including
morphology, physiology, cellular structure and metabolic profiles.
Ongoing studies on patient groups will determine which (type of)
parameters should be implemented in clinical protocols. Furthermore,
experiences from these studies will drive new technical developments to
further improve the quality of 7 tesla breast MRI
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This thesis introduced several new techniques to the field of 7
tesla breast MRI, enabling high field multi-parametric MR imaging and,
potentially, patient specific treatment planning.

Chapter 2 described the development of a RF coil setup for bilateral
breast MR imaging and 31P spectroscopy. This setup was constructed
in three different modules. The first module consists of the transmit/
receive part of the RF coil. Two quadrature resonators were positioned
next to each other, both tuned at the frequencies of 1H and 31P. Normally,
coils placed close to each other can be decoupled by partial overlap to
minimize mutual inductance. However, it is more complicated for doubletuned resonators as the amount of overlap is frequency dependent. The
addition of a novel floating loop does provide good decoupling of both
transmitters for two different frequencies. The second module is a highdensity receiver array, of 26 receiver loops, tuned for the 1H frequency.
With this receiver array, scan times have been accelerated up to a factor
of 8 by using parallel imaging techniques. The final module consists of an
interface to the scanner hardware. This module enables the use of parallel
transmit techniques for the 1H frequency by connecting each resonator
to an individual RF amplifier. In addition, it makes parallel imaging
techniques possible for the 31P frequency, by connecting each resonator
to a separate receive path.
With this coil, high resolution dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE)
images (0.7 mm isotropic) can be acquired in 90 seconds. At these
resolutions, subtle motion can result in quite severe errors in the
calculation of enhancement curves, potentially misclassifying tumours.
Therefore, the use of fat suppression is essential. In chapter 3 we
investigated what fat suppression technique results in the best image
quality at 7 tesla. In this study two potential candidates, Dixon and water
selective excitation (WSE) were investigated and images were scored
quantitatively and qualitatively. Whereas it is already known that Dixon
results in very good images for DCE MRI at 3 tesla, it was unknown which
method was the best choice for 7 T. Our results show that although the fat
suppression of Dixon was slightly better, small anatomical details were
lost when compared to WSE. Altogether, the overall image quality of WSE
was better than Dixon.
To further improve on the fat suppression of the WSE method, the
full potential of the used RF coil was investigated in chapter 4. The multitransmit capabilities of the RF coil makes it possible to transmit the RF
pulse on each channel with different resonant frequencies. This means,
for the WSE pulse to perform well, a B0 offset between the left and right
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breast is acceptable. With this method, named frequency shimming,
an improvement in fat suppression was found for a group of subjects,
without compromising on image quality. As there is no penalty in terms
of image quality for using this method, and the workflow of the technician
can remain unchanged, implementation in the clinical routine is easy to
achieve.

Chapter 5 describes a technique to, ultimately, increase the
resolution of EPI sequence with minimal geometrical distortions by
using an unshielded gradient insert coil. The use of gradient insert coils
is not novel as such, however, we suggest to minimize the eddy current
effects by using such a coil in conjunction with the whole-body gradient
system. Omitting the shielding of a gradient coil results in eddy currents
in the cryostat. The effects of the eddy currents, often resulting in severe
reduction of image quality, could be counteracted by driving the wholebody gradient system at the same time. Although this technique was
demonstrated with a coil designed for breast imaging at 7 T, a similar
approach is valid for gradient insert coils designed for other body parts,
such as the head, but also applies to lower field strengths
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In dit proefschrift zijn verschillende nieuwe technieken
geïntroduceerd in het veld van 7 tesla borst-MRI die multi-parametrische
MR-beeldvorming mogelijk maken met het oog op patiënt-specifieke
behandelingen.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de ontwikkeling van een RF-opstelling voor
bilaterale MR-beeldvorming (MRI) en 31P MR spectroscopie beschreven.
Deze opstelling was opgebouwd uit drie verschillende modules. De
eerste module bestaat uit het zend- en ontvangstgedeelte van de RFspoel. Twee kwadratuur resonatoren waren naast elkaar geplaatst en
afgestemd op de frequenties van 1H en 31P. Doorgaans worden dicht bij
elkaar geplaatste spoelen ontkoppeld door spoelen gedeeltelijk te laten
overlappen, wat de wederzijdse inductie minimaliseert. Het is echter
gecompliceerder om dubbel-afgestemde resonatoren af te stemmen,
omdat de overlap frequentie-afhankelijk is. De toevoeging van een
zwevende lus zorgt voor goede ontkoppeling van beide resonatoren
voor twee verschillende frequenties. De tweede module is een dichte
opstelling van 26 ontvangstlussen, afgestemd op de frequentie van 1H.
Met deze opstelling zijn scantijden tot een factor acht versneld door
gebruik te maken van parallelle beeldvormende technieken. Ten slotte is
er een verbindingsmodule tussen de gehele opstelling en de scanner. Deze
module maakt parallelle zendtechnieken mogelijk voor de 1H frequentie
door elke resonator aan een aparte RF-versterker te verbinden. Dit maakt
ook parallelle beeldvormende technieken mogelijk voor de 31P frequentie,
door elke resonator aan een individuele ontvangstketen te koppelen.
Met deze spoel kunnen hoog-resolute dynamische contrast versterkte
beelden (0.7 mm isotroop) worden opgenomen in 90 seconden. Op deze
resolutie kan een subtiele beweging leiden tot substantiële fouten in de
berekening van de aankleuringscurves, wat mogelijk de misclassificatie
van tumoren tot gevolg heeft. Onderdrukking van het vetsignaal is daarom
van essentieel belang. In hoofdstuk 3 is onderzocht welke techniek voor
de onderdrukking van vetsignaal de beste beeldkwaliteit oplevert op 7
tesla.

Twee potentiële technieken voor het verbeteren van de
onderdrukking van vetsignaal zijn onderzocht in deze studie, Dixon en
waterselectieve excitatie (WSE). Beide technieken zijn kwantitatief en
kwalitatief beoordeeld. Voor de acquisitie van DCE beelden op 3 tesla
is al bekend dat Dixon resulteert in goede beelden. Het was echter nog
onbekend of Dixon ook voor 7 tesla de beste techniek is. Onze resultaten
laten zien dat, ondanks dat de onderdrukking van vetsignaal enigszins
beter was met Dixon, kleine anatomische details verloren gingen ten
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opzichte van WSE. Alles in acht nemend was de beeldkwaliteit van WSE
beter dan Dixon.

Om de vetonderdrukking van WSE te verbeteren, zijn verdere
mogelijkheden van de gebruikte RF spoel onderzocht in hoofdstuk 4.
Door gebruik te maken van multi-transmit opties van de spoel wordt
het mogelijk om een RF puls met een andere resonantiefrequentie uit te
voeren op de individuele kanalen. Dit betekent dat een B0 verschil tussen
de beide borsten acceptabel is voor de WSE techniek. Met de voorgestelde
techniek, frequentie-shimmen, is een verbetering in de onderdrukking
van vetsignaal in een groep vrijwilligers geobserveerd, zonder de
beeldkwaliteit teniet te doen. Aangezien beeldkwaliteit niet minder wordt
en er geen extra handelingen van de laborant worden verwacht, kan de
techniek eenvoudig in de klinische routine geïmplementeerd worden.

In hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft een techniek welke, uiteindelijk,
de resolutie van EPI sequenties kan verbeteren, zonder ernstige
geometrische vervormingen te introduceren. Dit is mogelijk door een
niet-afgeschermde lokale gradiëntspoel te gebruiken. Het gebruik van
lokale gradiëntspoelen is op zichzelf niet nieuw, echter, stellen wij voor
om de wervelstromen die door zulke spoelen geïnduceerd worden te
minimaliseren door ze tegelijkertijd te gebruiken met ingebouwde
gradiëntspoelen. Het weglaten van afscherming van een gradiëntspoel
resulteert vaak in wervelstromen in de cryostaat. De effecten van deze
wervelstromen, die een behoorlijke vermindering van beeldkwaliteit tot
gevolg kunnen hebben, konden worden geannuleerd door het ingebouwde
gradiëntsysteem tegelijkertijd te gebruiken. Alhoewel deze techniek is
gedemonstreerd met een spoel ontworpen voor borst-MRI op 7 tesla, is
een vergelijkbare aanpak mogelijk voor andere lichaamsdelen, zoals het
hoofd, alsmede voor lagere veldsterktes.
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Dankwoord
Het is ondertussen meer dan 5 jaar geleden dat ik bij de 7 teslagroep ben gekomen met een afstudeerproject over black-blood imaging.
Ondanks dat ik destijds zei: ‘ik wil niet in de wetenschap blijven’, hebben
Wouter en Jaco het toch voor elkaar gekregen om me zo enthousiast te
maken een promotietraject te beginnen. En daarvan heb ik geen moment
spijt gehad.

Vincent, ik heb erg veel geluk gehad om de eerste twee jaar met jou
een kantoor te mogen delen. Geen vraag of probleem was te vervelend
om samen op te lossen. Het was dan ook niet leuk om te horen dat je naar
Kopenhagen vertrok. Toch denk ik stiekem dat dit een extra uitdaging
voor me opleverde die positief voor me heeft uitgepakt. No hard feelings
dus ;-).
Dennis, het was (en is) erg fijn dat ik altijd naar binnen kon lopen om
wat dan ook te bespreken. Daarnaast heb ik ook erg genoten van de vele
avonden scannen klussen aan de scanner. Het lijkt me dan ook een goed
idee om de woensdagavond hobby-avond te herintroduceren wanneer de
meta-scanner geplaatst is.

Beste Peter, ik vind het indrukwekkend dat, met zoveel mensen in je
groep, je stiekem heel goed weet waar iedereen mee bezig is. En ik moet
bekennen dat ik enigszins verbaasd was toen je, voor de introductie van
dit proefschrift, nog een relevant artikel uit de jaren 20 uit de hoge hoed
wist te toveren.
Joep, Maarten, Anders, Mads: ik heb erg genoten van de gezamelijke
scansessies waarbij we de mogelijkheden van de veldcamera’s hebben
verkend.

Iedereen van Q4 Q2. De groep is ondertussen te groot geworden om
iedereen persoonlijk te noemen. De afgelopen jaren was het een feest om
met jullie te mogen werken en daarnaast af en toe te barbecueën of een
biertje te drinken.
Alle coil-boys: het was altijd fijn om even de sfeer bij jullie te proeven.
En natuurlijk was het ook nog eens extra fijn dat als we weer iets kapot
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gemaakt hadden, jullie direct de soldeerbout in de hand hadden voor de
reparatie.

Beste Giel, zonder jouw adviezen over het implementeren van
technieken in de software van de scanner zouden 2 hoofdstukken in dit
boek nog altijd niet af zijn. Dankjewel!
Alle vrienden en familie: bedankt dat jullie nooit te moe werden als
ik weer eens over ‘die grote magnetron’ begon (of het in ieder geval niet
lieten merken als dit wel het geval was). En Koen en Jeroen, ik vind het fijn
dat jullie me tijdens de verdediging wilden flankeren!

Lieve ouders, zoals jullie zien zijn alle opgeschroefde videorecorders
en radio’s niet voor niets gesneuveld in de jaren 90. Ik ben ervan overtuigd
daarmee de eerste bouwstenen voor het knutselen aan MRI-scanners zijn
gelegd.
Lieve Jonna, ik heb het maar getroffen met je. Vele avonden en
weekenden aan het scannen, je vond het altijd prima. Last-minute een
vrijwilliger nodig: het was geen probleem. En voor een kritisch blik op een
introductie voor een proefschrift was je ook al in de buurt. Mijn studietijd
zit er nu toch echt op, nu ben jij weer aan de beurt!
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